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 Short story                  Reading  1 
 

1   Last month my friend, Sara phoned me. “Would you like to come with me for   a 

picnic on the beach tomorrow, Mona” she said. I was really looking forward such an 

invitation. I always have fun when I am with Sara. “Of course, I will come, Sara.” I 

replied. Unfortunately, my little brother Faisal heard about the picnic and said he 

wanted to come too. He is only nine years and he is a bit silly sometimes. For example, 

he likes pulling Sara's long hair. So, when he asked me to take him on the picnic with 

Sara, of course I said no.  

 

2     On the day of the picnic, I got up early and got my things ready. I had made two 

big cakes to take with me. Sara and her family agreed to pick me up at my house at ten 

o'clock. At half past nine, Faisal came to my room with his beach bag. “I am ready to 

go," he said. “When is Sara going to be here?"  I was so angry I didn't answer him and 

he went to look for mum. A few minutes later, my mother came into my room. "Why 

Faisal can't go with you, Mona?" she asked. “He will be good this time." I said, "Sorry, 

mum, I can't take him. Sara and her family don't have space in the car.“I didn't know if 

this was true, but it stopped Faisal and my mother arguing with me. At ten o'clock, I 

heard Sara's car and ran outside to meet her and her family. My mother and Faisal 

never saw that Sara's family was taking two cars to the beach and that there was plenty 

of space in both of them that day. 

 

3      It was fun at the beach. Everyone loved my cakes. Sara and I talked for ages 

about our plans for the future. We swam and built sand castles. Time passed quickly 

like the wind. Suddenly, at two o'clock, everything changed. My mother phoned me 

and told me that Faisal was in hospital. After I had left the house, he had gone out on 

his bike without telling her. A car had hit him. He was unconscious and he had a 

broken wrist. My mother was crying. 
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4       Sara's family drove me quickly to the hospital. My parents were there already. 

Faisal was still unconscious and he looked very white. There was some blood on his 

forehead and a big cut on his cheek. The doctor told me that my brother was going to 

be Ok. But I felt terrible. I was filled with sorrow and regret. My first words to my 

mum were, “I wish I had taken him to the beach. I wish I hadn't been so selfish. If only 

I had listened to you, Mum." 

 

5     Faisal was unconscious for three days. We were all sick with worry for those three 

days. On the fourth day, he woke up and asked for ice cream, sweets and lemonade. 

Everyone laughed and the doctors said he could come home.  

 

1. What is this story mainly about? 

 

A. Mona’s regret about what happened to her brother. 

B. Faisal’s silly behaviour with his sister and Sara. 

C. Mona and Sara’s plans for the future. 

D. Faisal’s treatment at hospital. 

 

2. Read the following from paragraph 2. 

 

A few minutes later, my mother came into my room. "Why Faisal can't go with you, 

said, "Sorry, mum, I can't take him.  I Mona?" she asked. “He will be good this time."

Sara and her family don't have space in the car. 

What does the underlined word I in the paragraph above refer to? 

A. Sara  

B. Mona  

C. Faisal  

D. Mother   
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4. Read the following sentence from paragraph 3 

It was fun at the beach. Everyone loved my cakes. Sara and I talked for ages about our 

plans for the future. We swam and built sand castles. Time passed quickly like the 

wind. 

What figurative language did the writer use in the underlined sentence above? 

A. Personification 

B. Alliteration 

C. Metaphor 

D. Simile 

5. Which of the following is the climax event in the story? 
 

 
 

A. Mona received a call from Sara inviting her to a picnic. 

B. Faisal asked Mona to let him go with her to the beach. 

C. A car hit Faisal while he was riding his bike. 

D. Faisal was OK and he went back home. 

6. Why didn’t Mona take her brother, Faisal to the beach? 

A. because he was scared 

B. because he was busy 

C. because he was silly 

D. because he was sick 

7. What lesson did Mona learn  at the end of the story?                 

    - Support your answer with at least a detail from the story. 
 

Lesson : 

 

 

Evidence: 

 

 

X 
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8. Which FIGURE OF SPEECH is  used in paragraph  3?                                        

Support your answer with an example from the paragraph.         

 

Figure of 
speech: 

 

 

Example: 

 

 

 

9. In paragraph (4), describe Mona's feelings towards her brother.          

     Support your answer with evidence from the text.  
 

Mona's 
Feelings: 

  

 

Evidence: 

 

 

 

10.How did the writer describe the scene in paragraph (3) ?          

      Support your answer with examples from the text. 

 
 

 

 
 
 

Technique : 

 

 

Example : 
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Persuasive Essay –(2) Reading 
 

Smoking 

 

1)     Why do you continue smoking despite knowing it is harmful? Maybe you do it 

because you haven’t really become conscious about all the effects that smoking has. There 

are a lot of reasons why you shouldn’t smoke. Some of them are that smoking affects your 

health, that you spend a lot of money on cigarettes, and that when you smoke you are not 

respecting people around you. 

 

2)        The first reason why you shouldn’t smoke is that smoking affects your health. If 

you smoke, your physical condition will be negatively affected, so it will be very difficult 

for you to succeed in sports. Also, smoking produces lethal diseases like cancer and 

reduces the length and quality of your life. Maybe you don’t notice all the physical effects 

of smoking immediately, but you surely will be sorry one day. 

3)       The second reason why you shouldn’t smoke is because of all the money that you 

spend on it. Maybe you start smoking only when someone offers you a cigarette, but there 

will be a day when you will feel the need of a cigarette. By this time, you will pay 

whatever to smoke, and each time you will smoke more, so you will spend more money. 

All the money you would spend on cigars could have be spent in something better, don’t 

you think? 

4)         The last reason why you shouldn’t smoke is out of respect for the people around 

you. When you smoke, you not only harm yourself, but you also harm all the people 

around you. So you mustn’t be selfish; you should at least avoid smoking in front of people 

who don’t smoke. Also, many people don’t like the cigarette’s smell, so they won’t enjoy 

your company. Would you like that? 
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5)        I have said just some reasons of why you shouldn’t smoke, so I hope that now those 

of you who smoke are able to think a little and try to make a smart decision. In addition to 

all the reasons I’ve said, I would like you to think about how much you love yourself and 

then whether you want to continue harming yourself. Think also about all the people who 

love you, like your family who doesn’t want to see you suffering. If you decide to continue 

smoking, what a pity! But if you decide to stop, congratulations! Remember that "If you 

can dream it, you can do it."  

 

1. Which PERSUASIVE TECHNIQUE does the writer use in his introduction? 

A. facts                                                                

B. rhetorical question  

C. personal experience 

D. numbers and statistics 

 

2. Which of following is NOT mentioned as a reason for readers to stop smoking?                                                                             

A. money 

B. health problems 

C. respecting others 

D. environmental problems 

3. According to the text, how is a smoker not respectful for others? 

Support your answer with two pieces of evidence.                 

How: 

 

 

Evidence: 
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4.What  FEATURE OF FORMAL LANGUAGE is used in paragraph (3)?            

       Support your answer with an example from the paragraph. 

 

 

feature of formal 

language : 

 

 

 

Example : 

 

 

 

5.How does smoking affect the financial status of the one who smokes?  

paragraph (3).from   s example  Support your answer with         

 

Example 1: 

 

 

Example 2: 
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2-Vocabulary 

 

1-Choose the correct particle. 

1- He lost consciousness but the nurse brought him round/up. 

2- They brought round/up their four children to be kind and respectful. 

3- Her new book about the Amazon Rainforest will be brought out/about next month. 

4- A sincere apology will bring on/about his forgiveness. 

5- There is a lack (to – of –in –without)  clean water in this arid region. 

6- According (to – of –in –without)   zoologists, pandas raised in captivity don’t have the 

skills to survive in the wild. 

7-The government has to open a new landfill site as the current one is full (to – of –in –

without)  rubbish. 

8- Lions live (to – of –in –without)  the wild. 

9-(to – of –in –without)  a doubt, this is one of the most polluted cities in the world. 

10. I really remember the (exhibit – screening – title – attraction) of this book. 

2-Complete the sentences with the nouns derived from the verbs in bold 

 

1- Recycling helps control environmental ........................... . (POLLUTE) 

2- In ............................, both people and animals will benefit if laws are made to abolish 

illegal animal trading.  (CONCLUDE) 

3- The animal shelter has announced that there will be a................. in staff because of 

financial difficulties. (REDUCE) 

4- There’s a great ................. of documentaries to watch about endangered species. 

(COLLECT) 

5- There is a meeting on whale ...................... next Monday.  (CONSERVE) 
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   3-Grammar 

brackets:Rewrite the following sentences using the words in  

1. While they…………….. (had) lunch, the explosion………….. (happen).  (Correct) 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

2. After Abdullah ……….(change) some money,  he ……….. ( phone ) Ali.   (Correct) 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

3. If you don’t wear a hat in the sun, you ……..(damage) your skin.  (Correct) 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

4. If I ……………..(get) sick, I would not go to school.    (Correct) 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

5. I wish I…………… (can) paint better.       (Correct) 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

6. As soon as he…………. (finish) the project, he…………….. (go) abroad.  (Correct) 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

7. While he…………..………..… (do) his homework, his friend arrived.  (Correct) 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

8. Before she did research on new treatments, she … (work ) as a surgeon. (Correct) 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

9. He was watching TV when his father came!      (while) 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

10. I had seen the film, then you came.      (by the time) 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

11. First I  had left the house, then my uncle came.      (After) 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

12. First, I had finished the report, then I went out.     (before) 

......................................................................................................................... 
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13- The fire was serious. It took the firefighters three hours to put it out.  (so... that) 

............................................................................................................................. 

14- There were no witnesses to the theft. The police had no leads.  (As a result ) 

................................................................................................................................. 

15-There was heavy rain last night. The streets were flooded. (consequently) 

............................................................................................................................. ........ 

16- He was a clever criminal. He escaped from prison twice.      ( such ... that) 

............................................................................................................................. ........ 

16. He lost the job .He has no experience.                                           ( So) 

............................................................................................................................. ........ 

Complete the following sentences: 

17. If I ...................................... well, I would have won the match.  

   ............................................................................................................................. ........ 

18. If I had heard the news, I .................................... you . 

............................................................................................................................. ........ 

19. The world would be a better place if more people ................... money to charities. 

.....................................................................................................................................    

20. If Ali  ………………………………tennis, he wouldn’t have broken his leg.  

..................................................................................................................................... 

Writing 
Persuasive Essay 

 

 .Read the prompt. Plan your essay. Make brief notes below* 

1-Your local newspaper is asking readers to write an article giving their opinion on 

the following statement:  Mobiles phones is very important in our life . 

Write your article  (120-180 words). 
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